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â€ƒGleaned from the purrspective of nine lives lived, this priceless advice for enjoying a stress-free

life comes straight from adorable kitty gurus who care enough to share how they've lived and

learned.â€ƒFinally, life advice from our favorite feline friends who always seem to land on their feet.

Stink Outside the Box features sweet, funny photos of kitty experts along with hilarious and

thoughtful tidbits of timeless advice for both cats and humans alike. To move on with our nine lives,

we must forgive our siblings for what they did to us as kittens, learn not to get haired out when we

see how much fur we've gained in the winter, and accept that while we can't control our

environment, we can control where we barf in it. Cats have warmed our hearts since the beginning

of time; now we finally get to learn how they keep it all in purrspective.
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Look, you can get life advice from Deepak Chopra or from Jeremy Greenberg's kitties. I personally

don't want Chopra anywhere near my chakras. Plus, Mr. Greenberg is a master of kitty and doggy

whispering, and is perhaps one of the most qualified humans to translate, or speak, on their behalf.

Is he channeling on heavy doses of catnip while documenting the innermost thoughts of these

lovable kits and pups, I don't know. At least, I can't prove it.

I have previously purchased Mr. Greenberg's books and this one does not disappoint. Clever, witty

and insightful. Lots of great pictures to go along with everything the cat has to say. If only cats could

talk to us in real life. Job well done!



Laughs, laughs, laughs!! This little book was all that was promised and more! "Medicinal catnip?!"

Lots of wit and humor on each page as "Cat Counselors" explain problems and solutions. The

photography is vivid and appropriate for each area addressed. Buy this book; it will make you smile

over and over.

This book has great original humor. It is smart and it is cute. I read it on a plane and it kept me in

good spirits and made the flight zoom by. I'm also thinking about getting one for my sister's birthday

as she is crazy about cats!

I got this for a family member who recently got a cat. She loved every page of this book and I'm

really glad that I bought it on the spur of the moment.Personally, I'm really more of a dog person

(mostly because I am allergic to cats) but this book is quite funny and I have to say that the writer

does a great job with the stories. Makes for a very enjoyable read.

This is a great book to read, it is filled with lots of advice from the cats point of view, various types of

cats share their wisdom of their experiences as cats, great pictures of the cats just add to the book.

A wonderful addition to my collection of cat books.

Another witty edition from Jeremy Greenberg interpreting what cats really think about us nondescript

humans. This book is not only for every cat-lover but for anyone who loves animals and likes a good

laugh. Well-done.

Oh my gosh! I had kitties for almost 20 years, your stories and photos were so entertaining, and

brought back fond memories! Loved the pictures and the amusing anecdotes. Can't wait to share

this with my grandchildren!
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